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ABSTRACT.  

This paper aims to develop a model to identify and predictthe genetic similarity between the two 

diseases Diabetes and Rheumatic arthritis(RA). Genome wide association studies (GWAS) have 

proven useful as a method for identifying genetic variations associated with diseases. In this study, 

we analyze GWAS data for two diseases and phenotypes to identify commonassociations based on 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP),Gene,Block and Pathway data from various publicly 

available databases like  National Centre for Biotechnology Information(NCBI), dbSNP and others, 

as well as literature searches data of two diseases Diabetes and Rheumatic arthritis(RA). A relational 

data model is then prepared to store the information in list.Our Study includes identification of 

overlap across SNPs associated with the two diseases, analysis of genetic commonalities,Gene-Gene 

interaction, and exploration of phenotypic similarities between diseases .The ultimate objective of 

the study is to predict the genetic basis of any associations within an expanded set of human diseases 

and phenotypes and develop database model based on disease phenotype and genotype 

relatedness.The resulting database created in MYSQL to make it more efficient and reduce data 

redundancy.A web-based graphical user is developed using HTML to query the database. The 

interface  is easy to use and enables users to find the required information by using different filters. 

The interface connects to the database by a Perl scripting.Data about genetic commonality may help 

in discovering hidden relationship that do not initially appear phenotypicaly may prove useful in 

diagnostic or treatment practices. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

1.DIABETES 

Diabetes is the most common metabolic disorder affecting populations in all geographical regions of 

the world. The prevalence of diabetes is influenced by genetic, ethnic and socioeconomic factors. 

The World Health Organization has projected that the prevalence of diabetes is increasing in 

epidemic proportions especially in developing countries. India has the highest number of people with 

diabetes in the world. 382 million people have diabetes in 2013. 

  

The greatest number of people with diabetes are between 40 and 59 years of age.India accounts for 

the largest number of people 50.8 million suffering from diabetes in the world, India continues to be 

the "diabetes capital" of the world, and by 2030, nearly 9 per cent of the country's population is 

likely to be affected from the disease. 

 

 

 

Table 1 Diabetes analysis table 

1.1TYPES OF DIABETES 

1.1 .1 Type 1 Diabetes 

The body does not produce insulin. Some people may refer to this type as insulin-dependent 

diabetes,juvenile diabetes, or early-onset diabetes. People usually develop type 1 diabetes before 

their 40th year, often in early adulthood or teenage years.Type 1 diabetes is nowhere near as 

common as type 2 diabetes. Approximately 10% of all diabetes cases are type  

The common signs and symptoms of type 1 diabetes are: 

 More frequent urination. 

CATEGORY 

OF 

PERSON  

                 FASTING VALUE  VALUE 2 HOURS 

AFTER 

CONSUMING 

GLUCOSE(mg/dL)  

 MIN(mg/dL)   MAX(mg/dL)  

NORMAL          70        100  < 140  

EARLY 

DIABETES  

       101         126            140-200  

ESTABLISHED 

DIABETES  

        126    ------------------- >200  
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 Increased thirst. 

 Tiredness. 

 Weight loss. 

 Ketones (expressed through ketotic-smelling breath). 

1.1.2 Type 2 Diabetes 

 This is called insulin resistance. When there isn't enough insulin or the insulin is not used as it 

should be, glucose (sugar) can't get into the body's cells. When glucose builds up in the blood instead 

of going into cells, the body's cells are not able to function properly. Other problems associated with 

the build up of glucose in the blood include: 

 Damage to the body. Over time, the high glucose levels in the blood can damage the nerves 

and small blood vessels of the eyes, kidneys, and heart and lead to atherosclerosis, or 

hardening of the arteries that can cause heart attackand stroke. 

 Dehydration. The buildup of sugar in the blood can cause an increase in urination, causing 

dehydration. 

 Diabetic coma (hyperosmolar nonketotic diabetic coma). When a person with type 2 diabetes 

becomes very ill or severely dehydrated and is not able to drink enough fluids to make up for 

the fluid losses, they may develop this life-threatening complication. 

Symptoms of Type 2 Diabetes 

Very often, people with type 2 diabetes will have no symptoms. When symptoms of type 2 

diabetes happen, they vary from person to person and include 

 Increased thirst. 

 Increased hunger (especially after eating). 

 Dry mouth. 

 Nausea and sometimes vomiting. 

 Increased urination. 

 Fatigue (weak, tired feeling). 

 Blurred vision. 

 Numbness or tingling of the hands or feet. 

 Frequent infections of the skin, urinary tract, or vagina. 

 Sores that are slow to heal. 

http://diabetes.webmd.com/guide/insulin-resistance-syndrome
http://diabetes.webmd.com/guide/heart-blood-disease
http://diabetes.webmd.com/guide/diabetes-stroke
http://diabetes.webmd.com/content/article/46/1667_50948
http://diabetes.webmd.com/guide/diabetes-warning-signs
http://diabetes.webmd.com/guide/diabetes-warning-signs
http://diabetes.webmd.com/guide/diabetes-warning-signs
http://diabetes.webmd.com/guide/infections-linked-diabetes
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2. Rheumatic Arthritis 

Rheumatic arthritis is an autoimmune disease that attacks the joints. Although it shares some 

symptoms with osteoarthritis, the  type of arthritis that usually occurs in older people due to wear and 

tear on joints, there are some key differences. Rheumatic arthritis can attack at any age, can come on 

rapidly, and may be accompanied by other symptoms, such as fatigue Rheumatic Arthritis is the next 

most common condition affecting 1% of Indian population,1.3 million Americans. About 53% of 

people with diabetes also have arthritis from literature survey. 

Symptoms of Rheumatic arthritis 

 Fatigue 

 Numbness or tingling in the hands 

 Foot trouble 

 Eye problems 

 Pairs of achy joints 

 Locked joints 

Research has shown that people with arthritis are less likely to be physically active. Some people 

believe that being active will cause pain, make their symptoms worse, or damage their joints. Others 

don’t know how to exercise safely. Nearly 44% of adults with arthritis report no leisure-time 

physical activity (compared with about 36% of those without arthritis). Not being physically active is 

a risk factor for other chronic diseases (e.g., heart disease, diabetes, obesity) and makes it harder to 

manage these conditions. 

 

Fig 1: Graphof a patient suffering from arthritis manage other chronic diseases 
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Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) are starting to show the directions for new therapies and 

advancement of understanding the complex relationships between different autoimmune disorders 

and their genetic causes, complete descriptions of RA and diabetes genetic landscapes are still far 

from being understand .We choose to focus our study on RA and T1D at the same time because they 

are already known to share common loci and are both autoimmunediseases[3]. 

 

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have become a popular method for surveying genetic 

variations, such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and classifying heritable risk factors 

associated with a particular disease[3,4].GWAS may also aid in improving understanding of the 

effects of genetic variation on genes and pathways. However,the ultimate objectives of such studies 

are to present a full description of the susceptibility framework of major biomedical traits and 

translate such findings towards the diagnosis and treatment of diseases[3]. 

 

This paper aims to develop a model to identify the possible disease associated with Rheumatic 

arthritis via data obtained from 2 or more disease from single GWAS (Genome wide association 

studies) study. We analyze GWAS data for two diseases and the phenotypes to elucidate the common 

associations based on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). This is done by expanding the SNP 

dataset using Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) and refinement is done by constructing four levels of 

analysis to encompass SNP, SNP block, gene and pathway levelcomparissions[6]. A pair-wise 

disease comparison between diseases and phenotypes was performed at each level and the Jaccard 

similarity index is used to measure the degree of association between two diseases. Disease 

relatedness networks (DRNs) are used to visualize our results to show the predominant relatedness 

between type 1 Diabetes and Rheumatic Arthritis[6]. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 

The information related to the SNP, like its type  gene, nucleotide/amino acid change, and others was 

compiled from dbSNP and included in the list.   Classifying the collected data into 4 levels: 

2.1.1 SNP Comparison 

The initial list of SNPs was expanded using dbSNP database. We perform comprehensive search for 

all SNPs in strong to moderate with the initial SNP set to include what might be causal SNPsmissing 

from the available GWAS data. The files were processed to extract SNPsthe number of similar SNPs 
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between pairs of the two diseases and phenotypes in order to explore relatedness. The Jaccard index 

was then calculated for each pair by computing the ratio of the number of common SNPs to the total 

number of unique SNPs[6].The  Jaccard  index, also  known as the  Jaccard similarity coefficient  is 

a statistic used for comparing the similarity and diversityof sample sets. The Jaccard coefficient 

measures similarity between sample sets, and is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the 

size of the union of the sample sets. 

 

eq 1       

 

2.1.2 Block comparison 

SNPs were clustered into blocks based on LD as well. Identification of significant patterns across 

diseases would be possible by analyzing blocks of SNPs rather than individual variations 

TwoSNPs with an LD above the set r2 threshold were clustered into the same block, while SNPs 

with an LD below the threshold were listed as separate blocks. To get a quantitative measure of 

commonalities between two diseases, we compared the sets of SNP blocks belonging to each disease. 

Blocks meeting the criteria were counted as being similar and used in the calculation of the 

Jaccardindex[6].Even the block data is obtained using Motif  finder tool. 

2.1.3 Gene comparison 

Blocks that did not match a region between gene start and end positions listed in the Ensemble 

dataset, and did not have a distance of at most 2 kilo bases from the start or end positions of a gene, 

were excluded from the gene comparison analysis[6].Gene compression for two diseases compiled 

from NCBI to obtain a unique gene similar between two disease. Some blocks did not match 

Ensembl gene information and therefore no genes were available to compare. Disease and phenotype 

pairs for which no gene associations could be made dueto lack of genes were assigned Jaccard 

indexes of zero to maintain the number of compared diseases. 

2.1.4 Pathway comparison 

The Ensembl dataset was cross referenced against data from the PathwayDatabase to generate a 

directory of text files containing pathway IDs associated with specific gene IDs. Pathway ID lists 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Similarity_measure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diversity_index
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sample_(statistics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intersection_(set_theory)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Union_(set_theory)
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were generated for each disease by comparing the list of Ensemble gene names against the  gene 

name-specific pathway ID lists. Data were once again lost at this level of analysis because the  

dataset does not list all the genes found in the Ensemble dataset. 

 

3 . DISCUSSION 

The Jaccard indexes did not indicate statistically strong relationships at all levels. The maximum 

index values across all populations for each level were 0.28, 0.54, 0.41, and 0.89 for the SNP, block, 

gene, and pathway levels, respectively. The metric suggested strong statistical similarity for data in 

the pathway level only. Rather than directly interpreting Jaccard indexes as a measure of similarity, 

the strength of relatedness was assessed relatively for each level. For example, two diseases with a 

similarity value of 0.28 for the SNP level would have more in common thantwo diseases with a 

Jaccard index of zero. 

Identifying  theJaccard index(calculated for each pair by computing the ratio of the number of 

common SNPs to the total number of unique SNPs.)Creation of data model for disease-SNP listThe 

data model was created using the free open-source version of the MySQL .Creating a module using 

Perl scripting to connect between database and web based graphical user interface for querying 

disease. 

4 . RESULTS 

The expected result from this paper serve as a first step towards a better understanding of seemingly 

unrelated diseases and phenotypes with similar symptoms also helps in the prediction and early 
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detection of Rheumatic Arthritis when type 1 diabetes is witnessed. The Gene,SNP and block level 

compression generated results for more significant SNP related to both Diabetes and Rheumatic 

arthritis and storing the data into a database model. 

CONCLUSION 

We describe a step-wise means of elucidating relatedness between diseases. This study suggests that 

it is possible to find genetic similarities that can be overlooked during GWAS by progressively 

grouping data at less discriminating levels.Such results suggest genetic similarities may exist 

between diseases and phenotypes, and that these may serve as a guide for physicians to monitor for 

less common or seemingly unrelated symptoms and subsequent disease onset. A general search of 

the literature supported some of the disease relationships found in this study. The strong associations 

between RA and T1D have been suggested in editorials and letters concerning clinical studies were 

patients have exhibited two of these diseases in patients with one disease for developing a second 

diseases. 
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